Riverside Sunderland - Public Realm & Digital Infrastructure project
INTRODUCTION
Digital connectivity is essential for us to lead our modern lives. Sunderland City Council is
taking major steps to achieve this future, recently awarded Smart City of the year 2020,
through focussing on an ambitious vision to become one of the best-connected cities in the
UK and bring people together around the things we care most about.
The primary aim of this project is to deliver new 5G Fibre infrastructure combined with new
footpaths, public spaces and refurbished Gill Bridge. This new investment in the public
realm affords further opportunities to help reveal the diverse local history, ecology and the
unique geology around the Riverside.
Digital networks will support our activities in all the outdoor areas, helping to facilitate
extended uses for everyone around the year.
The new designs will build upon existing public realm constructed as part of the first phase
of Vaux and refurbish the deck and railings of Gill Bridge. This project links into new digital
infrastructure installed as part of the Sunderland Strategic Transport Corridor project and
development within the wider city and will help unlock high quality new homes and modern
employment space at Riverside Sunderland.

EXISTING SITE & PROPOSALS
Site & Design Strategy
Proposals include an accessible 1km trail along the Cliff Top Path for people to move safely
on foot or by bike and explore the expansive views across the Wear Gorge. This trail will
link into the new high level bridge, Vaux housing development and access Riverside Park
with all its recreation and educational opportunities. The trail will also integrate with Gill
Bridge, miles of other cycle ways leading inland and along the River and Coast.
The trail is designed to offer a unique experience of the Cliff Top and integrate with the
neighbouring residential and offices spaces. For instance, supporting active play and
jogging loops, complementing the night time economy with attractive public terraces and
event spaces or providing rest points and pocket parks for people to enjoy the scene.

Cliff Top Path & Viewing Areas
The Cliff Top Path will create a shared cycle and pedestrian route that can be used safely
by people of all abilities throughout the day and night.
It will be a minimum of 3m wide to allow plenty of passing space and be built from materials
that give a coherent feel and look. To reveal views and improve visibility the existing
unmanaged vegetation will be sensitively thinned out as part of wider works to Riverside
Park. Over time the path will be well overlooked from adjacent housing and office buildings.

To optimise accessibility, the trail integrates unique features and design elements including
resting areas at key locations, shallower path gradients, additional illumination where key
paths meet and seating areas with integrated space for wheelchairs and pushchairs.
The locations of viewing and seating areas are selected to maximise views both of the built
and natural environments. The images below illustrate the proposal.

Materials and Appearance
The materials proposed for the footpath are selected for their durability, to support ease of
movement and natural characteristics. Key construction materials include self-weathering

steel railing to cliff top edges, matching material will be used for the lighting columns and
buff coloured asphalt with natural stone edgings for the path surface.
Service chambers to access the underground services will be installed recessed within the
path route, to take an inlaid of matching surface material to create a flush and continuous
look to the path.

The proposed viewing and seating areas will see the continuation of the railing detail to the
cliff edge side of each space. Seating areas will be set back to allow plenty of circulation
space. Hardwood seats and composite timber decking will provide warm to touch, hard
wearing and attractive areas which will complement the natural aesthetic of the Riverside
and the material strategy of the Masterplan.
The railing locations and height have been designed to create a safe barrier for pedestrians
and cyclists to protect against the steep natural topography. Furthermore, the railing design
proportions and materiality have been considered to allow for a maximum visual
permeability to natural park landscape and river gorge views beyond.
Spaces created around the trail will provide exciting opportunities for evening uses such as
digital film events, outdoor eating terraces, spaces for pop-up food and drink carts, stages
for performance and access to important historic links down to Riverside Park.

Gill Bridge (over Galley’s Gill)
The Gill Bridge will be given a face lift to improve the appearance and performance of the
deck and safety railings. This will include stripping the deck back and resurfacing with a
hard wearing and attractive anti-slip topcoat. Decorative powder coated steel railings will
form the balustrading, with a bespoke design applied to the fins to create an artwork visible
from each end of the bridge. The art work will be developed in-conjunction with local artists
and LED lights integrated within the capping rail will illuminate the fins and the 130m deck.

How to get involved…..
To share your ideas and thoughts on these emerging public realm proposals please email
riverside@sunderland.gov.uk
Please be sure to submit your feedback by
27 November 2020

